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18 excerpts, curated by Pooja Nansi

1.
And whose heart is not a hungry fish?  
– Cyril Wong, “Accelerando”

2.
I know the years trapped in you
like so many birds, their wings
the very flutter of your heart.
– Alvin Pang, “Homecoming”

3.
I still love you, I always will
but please, I am telling you that you need
to stop forcing these cobblestoned paths back
into what they were or this ground – it will
break.
– Jollin Tan, “Growing Up”

4.
we cannot decide how a flag is to be flown;
we can only raise it, give it winds
and let it make change, on its own
– Daren Shiau, “How to Fly the Singapore Flag”

5.
Perhaps love
is a view of stars
through the telescope of years
– Felix Cheong, “I Watch the Stars Go Out”

6.
I want a loud poem,
A proud poem,
A head-high-touch-the-sky-unbowed poem
– Ng Yi Sheng, “Loud Poem”

7.
If you cannot learn to love
(yes love) this city
you have no other.
– Simon Tay, “Singapore Night Song”

8.
Though it may be a blessing
That women outlive men,
And singleness is theirs
Again. 
– Leong Liew Geok, “Women without Men”

9.
look all I'm saying is



life does all the work
and we let death take all the credit
– David Wong, “Chemo"

10.
whata sentence whata sentence what
a sentence
– Bani Haykal, "from adsurbism”

11.
I want
to write you a poem that drives a bullet
through all your beliefs 
– Tania De Rozario, “What You Are”

12.
What do you hold up to bless? 
– Arthur Yap, “Stained Glass”

13.
Don’t get me wrong –
I like righteous peanuts and hot towels
– Yeow Kai Chai “Red and Blue”

14.
Me migrant
Live overseas
Thousand thousand miles away

Me migrant
Live outdoors

Outside from you
– Md Mukul, “Me Migrant”

15.
Father's razor still holds your skin 
and I am afraid of a wedding ring.
– Cheryl Julia Lee, “The Lemon Table”

16.
you alone know your garang-heart.
– Ann Ang, “Prayer”

17.
In broad daylight two men holding hands
will mean nothing but a symptom of daylight 
– Alfian Sa’at, “Anthem”

18.
She needed to write about rain 
and I was in her weather’s way 
– Gwee Li Sui, “Raindancing”


